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Priss Factor review of Charles Murray’s new book: d Facing Reality: Two Truths About Race in America

Charles Murray is a a real turd. Instead of asking why the elites don’t believe the truth, he should ask
why the elites are spreading the lie. The ELITES know the truth. Sure, there are plenty of educated
dammies, the dogma-driven dogs who have the intelligence but no sense of agency. But many of the
elites do know the truth but lie anyway.

But first, who are the ruling elites? Are they colorless and merely based on meritocracy and
commitment to ‘liberal values’? No, the current elites have a very powerful identity seething with
arrogance and contempt. To understand why the LIE is favored by these elites, we need to ask WHO
these elites are. Are they merely about riches, privilege, credentials, and power? Or are they about
concentrating wealth, power, and influence within a certain group? And that group is what? Take a wild
guess. The Eskimos or the Jews?

If all races and groups were equal, meritocracy would produce a colorless ruling class as each group
would be proportionately represented at the top. But precisely because of IQ differences among races
and groups, even colorless meritocracy leads to domination by a certain group. It’s like pure
meritocracy in sports has led to black domination and black pride/arrogance in athletics. The end-result
has been relative racial homogeneity than diversity in outfits like the NFL and especially the NBA.

Because Jews are smarter, many of them rose to the top and gained more wealth and power. So,
there is a concentration of Jews among the elites. But the current elites aren’t merely about pride in
Jewish achievement. After all, a people could be proud of their disproportionate achievement but still
be committed to the principle of colorless meritocracy. Jews don’t play that way. Though many Jews
did make it to the top by ability, they use their power to rig the system in their favor. Insider knowledge
goes a long way to explain why Jews in finance reap such profits. And guess why BDS is suppressed
across the nation. And of course, the Tribal control of the legal system ensures that many Jewish
crooks get off easy(or get huge bailouts). And even if they’re convicted, they are favored for pardons
under total shits like Clinton, Bush, Obama, Trump, and etc. Just ask Jonathan Pollard.
There’s also the matter of chutzpahistic personality among Jews. (Personality matters. The reason why
generic, mild-mannered, golden-retriever-type goyim suck up to Jews is that blandness always loses to
salt. Murray is a mild-mannered fuddy-dud, and he gets thrills up his leg by sucking up to Jews with
strong personality.) Such personality makes Jews more pushy and arrogant with their power. Anglo
Episcopalians are equally smart as Jews, but their blander personality prefers to walk away than get
dirty in a fight. (Yellows are also well-represented among higher IQ folks but are even blander than the
whites. Thus, they study and follow than think and lead, which is why most of them are cuck-dogs of
Jews.) In the past, Anglos had awesome race-ism on their side and used it to great effect. But as
‘racism’ is now deemed the worst of all possible sins, whites daren’t do anything for identity sake or
group interest. Not only are Jews stronger in personality but they get pass-over privilege when it comes
to ‘racism’. What is ‘racist’ and wrong for whites is noble and wise among Jews. Jews demand that we
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all support Israel and praise Jews, and THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH THIS, even if it has led to
the victimization of countless Arabs and Muslims, as well as countless whites. It goes to show ideology
loses to idolatry. Even though Jews push ‘equity’ on the ideological level, it never applies to them
because of their idolatrous status as a holy people(and also because they control the media and shape
the narrative and its heroes & villains). So, even as whites are to be bashed for not being equitable
enough, we must never say Jews are the richest and most privileged people on the planet. Why, that
would be ‘anti-semitic’, insufficiently reverential to the great, super-duper, sacred Jews who not only
deserve all that power and wealth but out total devotion(even when they kick out teeth out). The
relation between Jews and whites is like a Jew trying to push a white guy off a cliff while the white guy
goes out of his way to prevent the Jew from falling.

Privately, Jews know the truth about race and racial differences. True, there are still some idealistic
Jews committed to the dogma of ‘race is just a social construct’, but the really powerful and/or
consequential Jews at the top know the truth. They know they are smarter. They know blacks are
tougher and more aggressive. They know all about racial and ethnic differences. So, why do they push
the LIE? It is not out of some do-goody naive dream for social justice or equality but out of their
commitment to Jewish Supremacism.
Paradoxically, Jews need to push ‘equality’ or ‘equity'(or whatever it’s called in the Current Year) to
maintain Jewish supremacy. As Jews control the dogma and narrative, the issue of ‘equality’ or ‘equity’
comes down to blacks and whites(than about Jews and goyim). The Main Gripe is ‘why do whites have
more than blacks?’ It’s never about ‘why do Jews have more than goyim?’ or ‘how come 70% of the
Biden administration is Jewish?’ or ‘Why are Hollywood, Wall Street, Big Tech, and etc. controlled by
Jews?’ Indeed, Murray himself speaks of whites, blacks, Asians, and ‘Latins’ but doesn’t mention Jews.
(Why is ‘latin’ still used for brown people from South America and Mexico when they aren’t Latin in
race or heritage?) Because Murray won’t mention Jews, he creates the false impression that naive
white people are behind the ‘woke’ lunacy about race relations, i.e. hopefully Political Correctness will
end IF white elites come to their senses. But, that’s just wishful thinking.
In truth, Jews control America and planted those lunatic ideas in the minds of deracinated
soulless/rootless whites who are now so gullible because they no longer have a real heritage, history,
religion, culture, and/or noble race-ism. Hungry for meaning, they readily absorb whatever BS is
pushed by prestigious Jews from the top.
‘Woke’ lunacy and Political Correctness are not the product of do-goody zealotry and misguided
naivete though propped up by them. They are the product of willfully malicious agendas of Jewish
Supremacists. Of course, many who believe in the nonsense are sincere in their beliefs. No doubt
many white idiots who weep to GREEN MILE or prostrate themselves before George Floyd murals are
earnestly dumb or honestly stupid. But these are powerless boobs, the suckers. They are like useful
idiots during the Cold War, the anti-war types who were unwittingly used as stooges by Moscow. If not
for Jewish concentration of power, the current PC idiocy would not exist, at least not to the extent it
does.

Besides, the powerful gets to decide the targets of any ideological ire. Thus, ‘equity’ fixates on whites
having more than blacks but not on Jews having more than whites. It fixates on rare instances of
blacks being mistreated by white cops but says nothing about countless whites brutalized by tougher
and stronger blacks. It says nothing about the lack of equal protection for many individuals(of all races)
who were attacked by BLM and Antifa mobs. It’s like in the Cultural Revolution, the slogan ‘To Rebel is
Justified’ didn’t mean one could rebel against Mao and the Gang of Four. No, you could rebel only
against targets approved by Mao and the Gang of Four. It’s no different today in the current West.
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‘Equity’ means kvetching about blacks having less than whites, not blacks or goyim having less than
Jews. Even though Jews have the most by far, they hog moral credit by berating whites for having
more than blacks. This way, Jews get to own more and morality at the same time. Even though they
have more than whites, as spokesmen for the blacks they hog the limelight as champions of ‘equity’ by
bashing ‘white privilege’. Rather pathetically, rich white-cuck elites ape the Jews and play the same
game. Bidens and Clintons raking it in and living like new royalty but always berating far less fortunate
whites for ‘exclusion’ and ‘social injustice’.

But Murray won’t mention any of this because he has a giant kosher dildo up his pitiful arse. He is truly
one of the most despicable turds that ever lived. In some ways, he’s worse than full-blown cucks who
are at least consistent in their cravenness; they never deviate from the official line and are rewarded
accordingly. In contrast, Murray has taken lots of lumps from Jews in the media and academia, but he
sucks up to them all the same. But then, Jared Taylor is even more despicable. At the very least,
Murray is somewhat tolerated by the Establishment(because he rarely mentions Jews in a critical way)
and promotes libertarianism while denigrating any notion of white identity or consciousness.
Indeed, Murray is sometimes useful to Jews because he will say what’s on their minds in a genteel
watered-down way. This way, Jews can outsource it to Murray and don’t have to dirty their own hands.
After all, even as Jews push the nuttery of PC and blackness, they are anxious it may get out of hand,
as indeed it did in 2020 with Antifa and BLM getting overzealous and hurting some Jews in the bargain
as well. It is then that Jews pull out Murray and publish his views. This way, Jews get to temper the
extremism of PC by using Murray as proxy, all the while feigning moral outrage that someone could
hold such views. A sneaky way of playing both sides. This means Murray has some value to the Jews.
They keep him around as mild and moderate Mr. Crime-Think when things get too out of control(and a
bit of counter-narrative is necessary), and on some level, Murray seems to know of and value his little
niche in the system. So, if Murray were to speak the total truth, he would have something to lose. His
shtick is walking the fine line between the Correct-Think and Crime-Think. In contrast, Taylor is utterly
vilified and hated by Jews and has nothing more to lose but carries on with a ridiculous fantasy of
smart Jews finally seeing the light and joining with the likes of him.

The current lunacy is the result of Jewish Power. Jews push ‘equity-wokery’ to blame and shame
whites into moral obeisance in order to secure Jewish Supremacism. Critical Race Theory is
essentially Jewish reworking of antisemitism whereby Jews-as-villains are replaced with whites-as-
villains. There is an element of revenge in all this, but even that isn’t the main driving force, which is
Jewish Supremacism. Jews are no dummies, and they know they got numeracy but not the numbers.
Whites got the numbers. So, if Jews are to maintain their supreme position, they need white cuckery,
white submission, white obedience, and etc. before the Jewish Master. Jews use tons of bribes/carrots,
but that only goes so far. Japan spread money around in the 1980s, but loyalty based on cash only
goes so far. Also, allegiance based purely on money can easily be reviled(as China is finding out these
days, especially with Australia). China spent a lot of money to buy influence and ended up being
accused of corrupting the world, and people who took the money are shamefacedly cutting ties.
If Jewish Power was solely based on money, it would be vulnerable to exposure and condemnation,
much like the money power of Chinese and the Saudis. Jewish Money Power exceeds that of any
other in the world, but how come so little is talked about it, especially among whites, the key
demographics for Jewish supremacist power? In the past, Jews spent a lot of money and bought a lot
of ‘friends’, but they also faced the danger of being called out for their nefarious influence.
Jews know this and decided to control whites not only through gold but guilt. Give some pieces of gold
to the ‘good whites’ who do as Jews tell them but also instill white hearts with massive ‘guilt’ so that
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whites won’t dare Name the Jew. So, Jews endlessly bring up the Holocaust and say whites are
responsible for all eternity and must atone and make amends. Or any white criticism of Jewish Power
is deemed ‘antisemitic’, thus related to ‘nazism’.
But emphasizing Jewish tragedy isn’t sufficient to control white hearts forever. After all, Holocaust is
receding into history. Whatever might have happened in World War II, the fact is Jews have become
the richest and most powerful people in the world, which is becoming impossible not to notice. Also,
Jewish Power has become Nazi-like and murderous, which is why criticism of Zionism is growing on
the Left. If it were merely between whites and Jews, ‘white guilt’ may well grow weaker because whites
would realize that the Jews who are always berating whites are the richest and most privileged people
on Earth. Whatever Jews may have suffered in history, it’s not a good look for a rich and powerful
people to always play victim.
Unlike Jews however, many blacks will always remain on the bottom. Therefore, they are good
material with which to bait long-term ‘white guilt’. Unlike Jews who made it out of the ghetto and live in
penthouses, many blacks are still stuck in the ghetto. So, while it’d be absurd for Jews to complain
about their socio-economic conditions and blame it on whites, this can be done indefinitely with blacks.
Jews can always point to blacks and say, “They are mired in poverty because of YOU WHITES”, and
enough whites will fall sucker for this. And even those whites who see through the LIE will pretend to
go along because they won’t be hired or promoted unless they are ostensibly with the program. This
way, Jewish control of whites isn’t just through money/gold but through soul and guilt. Thus
browbeaten and sullen with shame, whites seek redemption for their ‘racism’, and Jews suggest the
way: Endless sucking and cucking up to Jews and their two favored allies, blacks and homos. Notice
there is nothing about how whites should care more about Palestinians, investigate Jewish
power/privilege, or condemn supremacist Wars for Israel that killed countless Arabs/Muslims. If
anything, Jews use BLM to whitewash their own racial supremacism in the Middle East. With blacks as
bought-off allies, Jews strut around as champions of ‘anti-racism’ — after all, they are allied with Noble
Negroes — , which gives moral cover for what they do to Palestinians. As long as Jews paint the
bombs ‘gay’ or ‘BLM’, so many educated whites(the key support-demographics for Jewish
Supremacism) will turn a blind eye to the evils of US foreign policy. How can the US military be bad
when it spreads the gospel of BLM and globo-homo around the world? Jews favor ni**ers to get a free
pass for killing san-ni**ers. And US military’s globo-homo policy means it has the moral right to fuc* the
world in the ass. For many brainwashed woke-cucks or wucks, just about ANYTHING is justified if
wrapped in the symbol of BLM or Globo-Homo, in a manner similar to the dumb mantra of ‘Support the
Troops’ justifying wars for idiot conzos.

That’s what this is really about. And Jews have gotten even more extreme in pushing PC lunacy
because of the internet and Trumpian populism. Jews are trying to put the genie back in the bottle.
They know that White Liberation may well mean the end of Jewish Supremacism.

Now, Murray knows all this. He knows it but pretends otherwise because, all said and done, he is a
worthless bald-headed cuck maggot whose First Emotion is mindless reverence for Jews whom he
deems the Chosen Race due to their higher IQ. If some white women got jungle fever for black dongs,
some white men(not least in HBD circles) have Juggle Fever for acrobatic Jewish brains. Murray is so
awed by Jewish Genius, the summit of ‘human achievement’, that he grovels before it as the greatest
thing in the universe. It’s like master and dog. No matter how much Jews kick him like a dog, his sappy
dream is, “I hope they realize I’m a good dog with everlasting loyalty, because my main duty as a goy
is to serve the superior race, the one with Jewish Genius.” So, just like a dog is loyal even when its
master does wrong, Murray is loyal to Jews on a similar basis. While Murray knows full well that Jews
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sometimes act badly, he has internalized their superiority vis-a-vis goyim, and that means, all said and
done, Jews must rule and goyim must serve. The main meaning of his life comes not from libertarian
ideology but an idolatrous devotion to Jews as the Superior Race(just like some whites have similar
feelings about blacks as the superior race of song-dong-strong.) What a worthless cuck. This lowlife
even changed his view on ‘gay marriage’ because some of his RICH FRIENDS happen to be homo.
You see, the status-minded Murray won’t dare offend the ‘better kind of people’, especially Jews. And if
Jews say ‘homo is holy too’, Murray bends over to the homos and gladly takes it up the arse.

He pretends in the latest book that these ‘better kind of people’ are just misguided and misinformed
when, in fact, they know the truth but maliciously spread the lie to guilt-bait whites into obeisance.
Imagine there’s a master and a dog. But suppose the master, a nasty son-of-a-bitch, gets another dog,
a bigger and tougher one, and uses it to attack and humiliate the original dog. The master knows full
well what he is doing and sadistically enjoys the cruelty, but suppose the original dog prefers the
fantasy that the master is acting this way out of ignorance and in total innocence of the fact that the
new dog is bigger and more vicious. Stupid dog.
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